‘It has been a real pleasure to take this journey
with you and you’ve helped make us really think
about who we are and what is important to us.
We are so glad we found you.’
Jess and James

‘From the very beginning your enthusiasm and
passion was so exciting and inspiring.’
Anna and Ben

‘This is truly beautiful. I’m blown away by how
you’ve linked the words we each sent and formed
them into something so special. We’ve both read
with tears in our eyes. Thank you so much.’
Mel and Carl

‘Hannah gave us space to reflect and this was
such a lovely period of our engagement. She
transformed the essence of what we believed
about marriage into an end result that perfectly
reflected us. Her experience shows in everything
she says and does.’
Megan and John

‘So, so many people have commented how you
must have known us for ages to have been able
to put together something so personal and so
fitting.’
Caro and Karen

‘We wanted to say a heartfelt thanks for your
warmth, humour and patience. We were
delighted, moved and inspired by what you
crafted from our words.’
Deb and Anoob
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‘It really was the epitome of bespoke and consequently meant all the more.
We will treasure the words forever, knowing they were just for us. We
couldn’t have asked for more. So, so, so very worth it.’
Becky and Ric

A bespoke element for a unique occasion.

Vows and rings

Readings

Story so far

Of all the ceremony elements I have written in

The right reading in any ceremony can be

The best celebrations all have one vital thing in

my career so far, I am often proudest of the

something very special. It can add a new voice

common: they all truly capture the essence of who

bespoke vows and exchanges of rings I have

and viewpoint. It can encapsulate the essence

they are for. They do their story justice. It sounds

created with so many couples. It’s a delightful

of a child, a couple or a family. It can lift the

simple doesn’t it? It isn’t, it means something

creative process, unique in itself, full of

entire occasion beyond expectation. When a

different in every case, but getting it absolutely right

reflection, discussion and feeling. Often, couples

bespoke reading is created, this is all made

is a fascinating, enjoyable and satisfying process. If

fall in love with the experience itself. Each

possible – and more. Whether we would like to

you would like the story of your love or family life

resulting set of vows and exchange of rings is

just focus on capturing your perspectives as a

created for a wedding, christening/naming or other

entirely original and there is nothing better to

couple, embrace a family setting or involve your

event you have planned, I can help. Working with

have at the heart of your day. So, whether you

loved ones’ contributions in a themed

you, I would gather everything needed to tell your

want to make a real statement or say a lot with a

approach, the unique creative process will also

story, your way. There’s nothing better on such a

little, I can help.

really enrich the build up to the event itself.

life defining day.

I create wholly bespoke writing for people looking for something exceptional, authentic and entirely personal.
Clients all over the country can now commission a bespoke element to grace their own wedding or event. My
work is entirely focused on the people at its heart, so is non-religious in nature, but would thrive in any setting.
My testimonials speak to the joyful, profound and lasting effect this unique creative process can have. Clients
often contribute both individually and jointly, thereby keeping some aspects a surprise and making their first
reading of the final text even more emotional. There’s nothing like it.
Six classic bespoke elements are profiled in this brochure. In each case, you’ll find some of their key features
outlined. As you’ll see from the examples on my site, it’s also possible to create an original element to
complement almost any occasion, so if you can’t see what you’re looking for here, just let me know. That’s the
beauty of bespoke.
I price each commission individually and offer flexible payment plans - gift vouchers are also available.
I would be delighted to answer any questions you may have.
Hannah Wroe Gill - Your Three Days Ltd

Well-wishing

Toasts and speeches

Eulogy

Many of us seek that extra certain something to

Whilst it is always an honour to be asked, many

Putting your feelings for a loved one into words

make an important event or occasion even more

people soon feel the pressure when preparing

can seem an impossible challenge, particularly

memorable. Often, an experience wins over the

a speech or toast for a once in a lifetime event.

when you’re experiencing your own emotional

material; the personal outshines the commonplace.

Whether you are a bride or groom trying to

upheaval after the loss of a family member or

My bespoke well-wishings are unique pieces of

capture all you feel; a happy couple wishing to

friend. At a time like this, I can offer my empathy,

writing, often kept as a surprise, created by

say something authentic, original and

skill and years of experience to help make your

collecting different people’s viewpoints on the

meaningful to one another on your big day or

task that little bit easier. Whether we just work in

same subject: maybe a couple getting married, an

a parent looking to welcome your new

partnership or involve a wider circle of

anniversary or a significant birthday. Whether

daughter/son-in-law on behalf of your whole

contributors to our writing, together we can

featuring at the end of a ceremony, mid wedding

family with a few poignant and well-chosen

create a text that is apt, touching and true to life,

reception or given as a gift, they are as rewarding

words - together we can make the creative

enabling you to pay fitting tribute in just the

and remarkable as they are versatile.

process a treat and the end result a triumph.

right way.

